Indications for a pylorus-preserving gastrectomy for gastric cancer with proper muscle invasion.
Our previous demonstrations of the feasibility of a pylorus-preserving gastrectomy with a wider-scope lymphadenectomy for early gastric cancer (GC) have raised the possibility of applying pylorus-preserving gastrectomy to a broader segment of GC patients, such as those having GC with invasion extending into the proper muscle layer (GCpm). Case series. Tertiary care center. This study comprised 107 patients with solitary primary GCpm located in the middle or lower third of the stomach. All patients underwent gastrectomy, using at least the former D2 dissection of the American Joint Committee on Cancer. Patterns and sites of nodal involvement were analyzed in relationship to other clinicopathologic characteristics, including preoperative and intraoperative evaluations of tumor depth (cT), nodal involvement (cN), and serosal involvement. The conditions required were serosal negativity and measurements less than or equal to cT2 cN0 with histologic proof of node negativity, or if positive, the positive nodes had to be confined to the first or selective second tier. The selective second-tier nodes were defined as those along the left gastric, common hepatic, and celiac arteries. The factors favoring node negativity were serosal negativity, cN0, or both. For tumors that were serosal-negative and less than or equal to cT2 cN0 to meet the above conditions, a tumor in the middle third of the stomach had to be less than or equal to 2 cm in the maximum diameter, and that in the lower third could be any size. No patients with serosal negativity and cT2 cN0 GCpm less than or equal to 2 cm in diameter died of cancer or had positive nodes beyond the selective second tier. Considering the required distance between the pyloric ring and distal margin of the tumor to avoid a positive resection margin, pylorus-preserving gastrectomy with a selective second-tier node dissection is optimal for tumors that are serosal negative, less than or equal to cT2 cN0, and less than or equal to 2 cm in maximum diameter when located in the middle or lower third of the stomach.